Zip Zap Entertainment

& Performance hire

Zip Zap Dome
Founders Garden
Jan Smuts Street
Foreshore, Cape Town
Email: events@zip-zap.co.za
Phone: (021) 421 8623
www.zip-zap.co.za

ZIP ZAP

SHOwS
MOYA

Zip Zap’s professional performing troupe delivers a
proudly South-African blend of traditional and
contemporary circus, infused with humour, dance,
spellbinding circus aerials and acrobatics, all while
conveying a meaningful, ‘feel-good’ storyline.
Duration: 70 minutes
Venue: Zip Zap Dome and theatres

ZAPPERS

Zip Zap’s graduates perform an energetic and
exhilirating showcase of youthful talent. Includes
all circus disciplines from aerial to ground acrobatics.
Duration: 50 minutes
Venue: Zip Zap Dome and venues with floor space
of 9m x 6m minimum + 8m height minimum

ROADSHOW

Created and performed by our Dare2Dream full
time students as part of their their professional
training. This is an upbeat show with only ground
acts, that remain versatile to fit any venue. An
exceptional showcase of South African flavour.
Duration: 30 minutes
Venue: Zip Zap Dome and any space indoors
or outdoors

DESIGN YOUR OWN

You have the creative freedom to select a blend
of each menu. Share your concept, choose your
venue, select a theme and we will deliver a unique
experience aligned with your brand.
Duration: Your choice
Venue: Your choice
Lead time: Subject to requirements

ZIP ZAP

ENTERTAINMENT HIRE
BUSKERS

Roaming entertainment that engages and enthralls
your guests.
From somersaults & tumbling, stilts and acrobatics
to juggling and unicyle.
Duration: Hire a performer per hour
Venue: Anywhere

SPECIALITY ACTS

Beautiful aerial acts much like Picasso painting with
bodies!
Aerial acts include: Single or Double Lyra, Silks,
Single Trapeze, Triple Trapeze and Straps.
Ground acts include: Acrobatic, Comedy, Hand to
Hand (strength) and Juggling.
Duration: Each act is approximately 5 minutes
Venue: Choose the act that suits your venue

CREATE YOUR OWN

Chat to us to design your own circus magic. If you
can dream it, we can bring it.
Duration: Each act is approximately 5 minutes
Venue: We custom design the act to fit your venue.
Lead time: A minimum of 2 months

